A year-round Camp & Retreat Center of the Paciﬁc Northwest Conference of the United Church of Christ

N-Sid-Sen Camps
N-Sid-Sen Camp & Retreat Center and the Pacific Northwest Conference
want to do everything possible to welcome folks to camp safely. It is with
this in mind that we are exercising overly abundant precautions. We are
following, CDC, ACA (American Camp Association), State of Washington,
State of Idaho, and Panhandle Health guidelines.
See the following requirements:
What do I need to do prior to camp?
Vaccinations and boosters are required for all folk eligible to receive such
While traveling to N-Sid-Sen please make only the stops necessary for fuel and bio
breaks, practicing masking and physical distancing when you do so.
See the attached Health Check Questionnaire related to Covid-19.
What can I expect upon arriving at camp?
Health Check Questionnaires and proof of vaccinations and boosters will be collected at
this time.
How will camp be different?
Masks will be required when indoors or gathering with folks outside less than 6 ft apart.
We will be asking folk to always choose 2 of the 3 following options.
1) Be Lovingly distanced

2) Wear a Mask fully over mouth and nose
3) Be outside.
See “Pick 2” brochure attached. These are posted throughout camp.

Hand wash stations and hand sanitizers are located all around camp. Please take
advantage of them.
How will housing work?
Your leaders will be able to select your housing when registering..
What about meals?
Meals will be served buffet style. We will not be serving family style at this time.
1) Everyone must wear a mask when at the buffet line, coming in or leaving Forrestor,
setting or clearing their table, etc.
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2) Everyone must wash hands prior to entering food line, each time.
3) There will be instructions as to what to set on the tables for each meal, posted on the
white board. Please have only 1 person per table set and clear dishes, glasses, etc.
4) Plates and bowls will be on the buffet next to sanitizer. Sanitizer must be used prior to
picking up plates or bowls.
5) If wanting seconds, a new plate/bowl is required along with another dose of sanitizer.
6) Folks are welcome to use the new picnic tables and rocking chairs outside of Forrestor.
Please remember to maintain distance when doing so.

Will there be times I can gather with others?
We encourage folks to be creative and use the outdoor spaces amphitheater style
worship, large circle connections, and big games with socially distant, mask wearing
activities. Gathering in the common spaces in the sleeping lodges will need to be
closely monitored to ensure distancing.

Can I visit with other folks?
Yes, while Picking 2 of 3 you will be able to visit with others remembering to limit the
amount of time and number of folks involved. Meeting on porches may need to become
connecting in the many fields, meadows, and beaches instead.
We have more than enough space for groups to be able to enjoy all that N-Sid-Sen has
to offer.

What about the craft room?
The craft room will be open for use.

1) Please limit the number of folks using the room at 1 time to a maximum of 10 folk.
2) Feel free to use the new picnic tables outside for crafts.
3) Please cover any picnic tables with craft room tablecloths found in craft room.

What about linens?
Quilts and blankets will only be available as rentals along with regular bedding. Linens
available are, Sheets, pillow & case, bath towel set, quilt, or blanket.
Rental is $15 per guest.
Bath towels must not be used on the beach.

What about if someone gets ill?

If someone exhibits any of the signs noted on the health check list, they must contact
their leader of the event. The leader of the event when then inform N-Sid-Sen Managing
Director Mark Boyd. If after 4-6 hours there has been no improvement, then the guest
will need to seek medical care outside of N-Sid-Sen.

